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Principles of HPC



Definition of High-Performance Computing (HPC) 

Many definitions exist:

Wikipedia: HPC uses supercomputers and computer clusters to solve advanced computation problems.

NetApp: HPC is the ability to process data and perform complex calculations at high speeds.

USGS: HPC most generally refers to the practice of aggregating computing power in a way that delivers 
much higher performance than one could get out of a typical desktop computer or workstation in order to 
solve large problems in science, engineering, or business.

HPC@UNIBAS: High Performance Computing or HPC refers to any computational activity requiring 
more than a single computer to execute a task, giving rise to parallel and distributed computing.



HPC is a Multidisciplinary Field 

Hardware
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Libraries

Compiler / OS

Computer Architecture 
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HPC works as a bridge between subject domain and (fast) computation



HPC and Parallel Computing 
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HPC research is 
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Computer Languages

https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/H/high_level_language.html

Higher Level

Lower Level 

Compiled

Interpreted

FF 09 90 90 24 09

push eax; mov eax, C3

for (int i = 0; i < max; i++)  ...

C++ std::vector<double> myVector;

Productivity

Performance

Java

Python Ruby

Matlab x = A\b (solves system of linear equations)

https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/H/high_level_language.html


Performance vs Code Size (work-hours?)

https://notamonadtutorial.com/interview-with-brad-chamberlain-about-chapel-a-productive-parallel-programming-language-8f4127eeb721

We use low-level languages (C/C++) for performance-critical engineering and scientific codes 
and high-level languages (Python) for other feature-intensive applications.

https://notamonadtutorial.com/interview-with-brad-chamberlain-about-chapel-a-productive-parallel-programming-language-8f4127eeb721


HPC requires a quantitative approach

We need a precise ways to measure performance that allows us to: 
• Compare the efficiency of different algorithms when solving a given problem, 
• Compare the efficiency of different implementations (code) of a given algorithm,  
• Determine whether an implementation uses the computational resources efficiently, and 
• Compare the performance of the solver on different computer architectures

Example: Domain-Specific Metrics (In general: 1/Time to solution)

Performance = [Polygons/sec] Performance = [Particles/sec]

Naive N-Body O(n2)

Barnes-Hut Method O(nlogn)
Drawback: cannot be used to evaluate efficient use of the computing platform.



Architectural Metrics

When an optimal algorithm is given, we can focus on processor metrics:

Performance = [MFLOP/s, Million Single-Precision Floating-Point Operations per second]

Performance = [MIPS, Million Instructions/Sec]

Problem 2: Different CPU architectures may require more or less 
instructions to solve the same problem (faster or slower!)

Problem 1: Not all instructions are created equal! (some take 
longer than others)

• Standard metric for performance in scientific computation 
• Only focuses on useful instructions (add, subtract, multiply, divide) 
• We know how many of them the algorithm requires

This algorithm requires 2n3 FLOP
An increase in FLOP/s will result 
in a speedup for this algorithm



Arithmetic (Operational) Intensity

An algorithm's Arithmetic Intensity (I) is the ratio between its total work (W) to its memory operations (Q)

This algorithm requires O(n3) FLOP

This algorithm requires O(n2) loads and stores 
(assuming all matrices fit in cache)

I =
W
Q

=
#FLOPs
#Bytes

I = O(n) FLOPs / byte

The dense matrix multiplication algorithm requires more FLOPs than bytes as the problem size increases



Image Source: Computer Organization and Design, Patterson and Hennessy, MK Press, 2012

O( N )
O( log(N) )

O( 1 )

Structured grids
(Lattice Methods)

Spectral methods
(FFTs)

Dense 
matrix
(BLAS3)

N-body 
(Particle 
Methods)

Structured grids
(Stencils, PDEs)

A r i t h m e t i c  I n t e n s i t y

BLASS1,2

Sparse matrix
(SpMV)

7 Dwarfs

A dwarf is a  pattern of (scientific) computation and communication 
7 dwarves first described in 2004, and expanded ever since (graphs / combinatorial logic / dynamic programming...) 
These patterns are well defined targets from algorithmic, software, and architecture standpoints

“Defining Software Requirements for Scientific Computing”, Phillip Colella, 2004



The Roofline Model



Roofline Model

The roofline model allows us to:  
• Estimate how efficient is our code, based on a given computational platform (esp. multicore CPUs and GPUS). 
• Estimate how much more performance to obtain if we optimized it. 
• Compare different systems and evaluate which one is best for our code.

It is based on two main (real) assumptions:  
• The system's CPU peak performance (π = [FLOP/s]) is limited 
• The system's RAM memory bandwidth (β = [bytes/sec]) is limited.

The model uses a log-log plot that relates:  

• Arithmetic Intensity (I = [FLOP/bytes]) 
• Performance (FLOP/s)

I

Flop/s
π

βxI

Describes two ways in which an algorithm's performance may be limited by the system. 
• Memory-Bound, given by the βxI line 
• Compute-Bound, given by the π line 

Further Reading: Williams, Samuel; Waterman, Andrew; Patterson, David A., "Roofline: An Insightful Visual Performance Model for Multicore Architectures"



Example: Memory-Bound
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Maximum achievable performance!

a[i] = b[i]+2*c[i]

β x I

Let's consider the following system: β = 4.7GB/s; π = 3GFLOP/s 

And the following simple loop:

2 Loads + 1 Store = 3 ops x 4 bytes/op = 12 Bytes
1 Mul + 1 Add = 2 FLOPs
I = 2 / 12 = 1/6 = 0.166 FLOP/byte

                             4.7GB/s x  0.166 FLOP/byte = 0.78 GFLOP/s  

Computing achievable performance:



Example: Compute-Bound
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s
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GFLOP/s =π

For a sufficiently large n...

I = O(n) FLOPs / byte



Determining Memory vs. Compute Bound: The Ridge Point

• Ridge point characterizes the overall machine performance
➡ The more the ridge point is “to the left”,  the relatively easier it is to get peak performance

➡ The more the ridge point is “to the right”, the harder it is (optimizing for memory is harder)

G
FL

O
P/

s
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Operation Intensity
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Ridge Point: the point at which the memory and computation bounds coincide. 

• If I < IR then the algorithm is memory bound 
• If I > IR then the algorithm is compute boundIR

IR indicates the arithmetic intensity where 
the ridge point is located.

IR =
π
β



Nominal performance

How to estimate nominal           and          ? 

• Sometimes indicated in the manufacturer's page. 

• From the hardware specification of the platform 

• On Linux  

• type cat /proc/cpuinfo 

• And sudo dmidecode --type memory 

Examples 

➡ π:  2.5 [Ghz] * 4 [SIMD-width] * 2 [issued FLOP/clock] * 16 [cores]  = 320 [GFLOP/s]  

➡ β : 1.3 [Ghz]  *     64 [bits]        * 2 [channels]               / 8 [bits/Byte] = 21.3 [GB/s]

Processor 
Clock/sec

Vector size
((SSE, AVX,..)

instructions per clock, 
FMAs

No. of 
cores

Memory
Clock/sec Channel size No. channels bits/Byte

π β 



Measured performance

Microbenchmarks: 

• STREAM benchmark or similar 

• Code: computepower.cpp, bandwidth.cpp 

Expected discrepancy from nominal quantities: 

✓FLOP/s: 90-100% of nominal performance 

x GByte/s : 50-70% of nominal performance 

Discrepancies reveal: 

➡Programming skills in extracting system performance 

➡Best case scenario for more complex kernels

http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch/images/teaching/ta_mcore11/computepower.cpp


Discrepancies (measured(dashed lines) vs nominal (solid lines))

• Real scenario: Brutus cluster node (ETH Zürich) 
• 16 CPU cores (max), 1 Tesla GPU 
• Bandwidth discrepancies are more pronounced

bandwidth peak performance



Comparing Platforms
G
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Given two systems: 
• System A (More memory bandwidth, less peak CPU performance) 
• System B (Less memory bandwidth, higher peak CPU performance) 
And an algorithm with I=~0.5. Which system will perform better? 

x x



Reaching Peak CPU Performance
Use of all the available CPU/GPUs parallelism, vectorization, FMA to reach theoretical peak performance.



Reaching Peak MEM Performance
Use of memory optimizations (alignment, affinity, prefetching) enables us to reach peak memory bandwidth.



Horizontal Optimization
Another option is to improve the algorithm's arithmetic intensity (cache optimization / tiling)



Study case: 2D Diffusion Equation

Computational settings:

• Grid-based simulation of the diffusion process

• Two-dimensional problem

• Structured grid, uniform grid spacing

• Explicit time discretization 

Computer settings:

• Grid data large enough to not fit in the cache

• Floating point arithmetic in single precision

Picture Source: https://levelup.gitconnected.com/solving-2d-heat-equation-numerically-using-python-3334004aa01a

https://levelup.gitconnected.com/solving-2d-heat-equation-numerically-using-python-3334004aa01a


Test case

@tu� (@xx + @yy)u = 0

u(t, x) = u0(x), x 2 �

u : [0, T ]⇥ ⌦2 ! R tmp := �!n

!⇤,n := !n +
�t

2
tmp

tmp := �!⇤,n

!n+1 := !n + �t tmp.

tmpi,j = a0 · un
i,j + a1 · (un

i+1,j + un
i�1,j + un

i,j�1 + un
i,j+1)

un+1
i,j = un

i,j + a2 · (tmpn
i+1,j + tmpn

i�1,j + tmpn
i,j�1 + tmpn

i,j+1 � 4tmpi,j)

a2 =
dt

h2
a1 =

dt

2h2
a0 = 1� 2

dt

h2

Step 1:

Step 2:



Operational intensities

EXPECTED PERFORMANCE (NAIVE):
OPTERON 2435:   19.2*0.375 = 7.2 [GFLOP/S]

EXPECTED PERFORMANCE (TILED):
OPTERON 2435:   19.2*0.47 = 9 [GFLOP/S]

TWO VARIANTS TESTED:

Picture Source: https://docs.tiledb.com/main/how-to/performance/performance-tips/choosing-tiling-and-cell-layout

NAIVE:         I = 6 FLOPS/(4*4 BYTES) = 0.375

NAIVE APPROACH 

I = (3/4)*(256/272) = 0.47 (BETTER CACHE USAGE)TILED GRID:

TILED GRID APPROACH 

https://docs.tiledb.com/main/how-to/performance/performance-tips/choosing-tiling-and-cell-layout


CPU results
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4x Quad-Core AMD Opteron 2435 @ 2.5GHz - 12 Threads - C++
4x Quad-Core AMD Opteron 2435 @ 2.5GHz - 12 Threads - SSE
4x Quad-Core AMD Opteron 2435 @ 2.5GHz - 1 Thread - C++

x x



Quiz

Dot Product

Matrix/Vector Multiplication

Matrix/Matrix Multiplication



Calculating IR



Filling the Table
Remember: if the operational intensity of the algorithm is less than the system's ridge point intensity then it's memory bound.



Filling the Table
Remember: if the operational intensity of the algorithm is smaller than the system's ridge point intensity then it's memory bound.


